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Beat Outline  
 
Act I  
 
EXT.BACK ALLY WAY – NIGHT  
 
James argues with a man about having lost his job. The man insists that James was never old 
enough to be working there and he cannot risk his job anymore. James leaves and begins to 
walk home with his shoes in his hand.  
 
INT. HOUSE – NIGHT  
 
James arrives at home. He finds his mother asleep on the couch. Kenneth, his younger 
brother, tells him that their mother lost her job.  
 
EXT. STREET CORNER IN TOWN – DAY  
 
James asks Sampson, a boy a few years his senior, about work in town. He had been to 
several restaurants that morning, but nowhere that was hiring. His desperation is clear to 
Sampson, who offers him the choice of meeting with the people he sells drugs for. He 
mentions that the up coming tournament has brought in a lot of travelers and their demand 
has been insanely high. All of the sellers have been asked to bring in more people to help 
with special projects that keep arising. James takes the phone number, unsure of other 
options. The two part and James immediately steps into a phone booth to call the number.   
 
EXT. BACK ALLY WAY – NIGHT  
 
James and Sampson stand in an ally way waiting. Two men pull up in a beat up car. Both are 
older than James. They nod towards the car and ask Sampson to wait behind. Sampson nods 
and James steps into the car.  
James is taken to a building that he does not recognize. He is not invited inside, but is told by 
the two men that he is going to help them complete a crime and that he will be rewarded with 
one thousand. James’ jaw drops at the amount of money. He accepts among all of his 
uncertainty, unable to resist the large amount of money.  
 
INT. ABANONED OFFICE – DAY  
 
James is introduced to Rodger, Cameron, and Edward. These are the three teenage boys that 
he will be working with to complete this crime. Rodger is the clear leader of the group. 
Cameron is only eleven, slightly younger than the other boys. They outline the plan for 
James. He will play the part of distraction with Cameron, while the other two boys break into 
the back and steal the trophy. James is taken back by their reveal that they plan to steal the 
trophy, but attempts to not show his surprise. He leaves, feeling confident that he can play his 
part when they play out the crime next week.  
 
EXT. WEST MINSTER CENTRAL HALL – DAY (20 March 1966)  
 
A young security guard is walking into the door. James and Cameron stop him and ask where 
the nearest bus station is located. They converse with the officer for about two minutes, 
asking for more specific directions each time. The guard welcomes their questions, making 
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their job even easier. James thanks him as they walk away. Cameron and James immediately 
step onto the bus recommended by the officer.   
While this is going on Rodger and Edward are stealing the trophy by going through the 
frequently unlocked back door. They are able to reach through a loose panel in the casing and 
grab the trophy before the officer begins his first walk around of the day.  
 
INT. HOUSE – DAY (20 March 1966)  
 
James walks into the kitchen. He finds that his mother has left a note explaining that their 
neighbor, Walter, has fallen ill again. She asks that James to over tomorrow and help him 
around the house. James nods and puts the note into his pocket.  
 
 
Act II  
 
INT. WALTER’S HOUSE – DAY (21 March 1966)  
 
James is carrying a small bag of groceries as he knocks on Walter’s door. He finds that it is 
unlocked and walks inside. The middle-aged man is sitting in his living room.  
The two begin to catch up, leading Walter to explain that the disease in his legs has spread 
faster than the doctors had originally thought. He will eventually recover, but will likely be 
confined to a wheel chair, despite his relatively young age. James offers to make Walter food 
and the two eat dinner together.  
 
INT. CONVIENCE STORE – NIGHT (21 March 1966)  
 
James has begun regularly hanging out with Rodger, Edward, and Cameron. The group 
leaves to go to a convenience store later into the evening. The other three spot a group of 
guys that makes them uncomfortable and immediately leave. Through all of this, James does 
not know what is going on. He comes off as very out of place. They leave, but the other 
group follows them outside. A verbal argument breaks out between Rodger and a member of 
the other group. James looks to Cameron in order to make an effort to leave, but there is a 
gunshot and the young boy immediately falls to the ground. The other group runs off. The 
other three rush to Cameron, but it is clear that nothing can be done. Rodger tells James to 
leave, that he will take care of protocol. James argues for a moment, but realizes there is no 
part of this that he can help to fix.  
 
INT. PHONE BOOTH – DAY (22 March 1966)  
 
The next day, James calls Rodger to find out any information on Cameron. Rodger will not 
give him any, but mentions that their boss is unhappy and that Edward will be leaving the 
ransom note tonight. He also notes that the amount of money they are asking for has risen. 
James leaves for home after the phone call.  
 
INT. HOUSE – DAY (23 March 1966)  
 
James wakes up the next morning to the radio discussing the news about the ransom note. He 
and Kenneth stop into Walter’s before leaving for school, where the man has the same radio 
station playing. He begins making a statement about how disrespectful such a crime is, when 
Kenneth interrupts to state that he would commit any crime to get all that money. Walter 
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quickly stops him, and tells him that there are a lot of parts of life that mean more than 
money. He continues to lecture for a moment and ends his note encouraging Kenneth to look 
up to his brother because he works so hard. The two brothers quickly leave, James unsure of 
how to react to either of their comments.   
 
INT. ABANDONED OFFICE – DAY (23 March 1966) 
 
James leaves school that day and goes to the abandoned office building in hopes of finding 
Rodger. He discovers that Edward has been arrested and several men are there talking with 
Rodger about the next steps that need to be taken. Rodger walks up to tell James that he does 
not think he will be involved from this point on. James does not argue. He goes to the back of 
the building to collect himself before he leaves, when he notes that the room with the trophy 
had been left unlocked. He makes a spontaneous decision to take the trophy from the drawer 
and put it into his backpack. He wraps the newspaper back into the shape of the trophy and 
leaves everything just as it was before. James says good-bye to Rodger and leaves.  
 
Act III  
 
INT. HOUSE – DAY (23 March 1966) 
 
James returns home and Kenneth tells him that Walter has become sick very quickly and has 
been taken to the hospital.  
 
INT. HOSPITAL – NIGHT (23 March 1966) 
 
In the hospital lobby, James meets David, Walter’s younger brother. David tells James that 
the doctors believe Walter will pass away soon. James has the opportunity to speak to Walter 
for only a moment. The man tells him that he needs to believe in himself and trust his own 
instincts. James leaves to allow Walter time with his brother.  
 
INT. HOUSE – NIGHT (23 March 1966) 
 
James speaks to Kenneth about what has been going on after he finds out that Kenneth found 
the trophy in his backpack. The two decide that they are going to help someone else get the 
reward money because the gang would hunt down James if he turned in the trophy himself. 
He remembers David and the two decide they will find a way for David to find the trophy.  
 
INT. HOUSE – Day (24 March 1966)  
 
James and Kenneth take turns watching the house next door through the window, waiting for 
David or someone from his family to arrive. About midway through the day, James looks out 
the window and notes that David has pulled up to the curb with his wife. A dog sits in the 
back seat. The couple leaves the window cracked for the dog and walks inside the house. 
James waits a moment, then leaves to look at the car. He notes the address on the dogs collar. 
He also takes a moment to rub a rag over the dogs fur.  
 
EXT.  OUTSIDE DAVID CORBETT’S HOUSE – DAY (25 March 1966)  
 
James and Kenneth stand outside David Corbett’s house, unsure of exactly where they are 
due to a lack of lighting in the early morning. They hear a garage door open. James hopes he 
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is correct about the house and leaves the package underneath a car in front of the house. The 
two boys begin to run out of sight. James smiles as he looks over his shoulder and notes that 
the man is David Corbett.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


